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Asbestos liabilities drove three more companies to file
bankruptcy petitions early in 2020: DBMP LLC, suc-
cessor to the asbestos personal injury tort liabilities of
the former CertainTeed, a manufacturer of cement and
asphalt roofing products;1 ON Marine Services Co.
LLC,2 successor of a company that manufactured a
specialized insulation product used in steel mills; and
Paddock Enterprises, LLC, successor of an entity that
manufactured Kaylo insulation products from 1948 to
1958.3 The new petitions add additional chapters to
the already lengthy story that continues to be the asbes-
tos litigation machine.4 To date, there have been some
120 asbestos-related bankruptcies.5

Claimants today typically file claims with numerous
trusts created during bankruptcy proceedings to pay
for harms caused by the former asbestos producers’
products.6 Billions of dollars are available in the asbes-
tos trust system to pay claimants.7 The same claimants
also typically file lawsuits against scores of solvent com-
panies which in reality bear little to no responsibility for
causing their injuries.8

As this article will explain, because of the way the bank-
ruptcy trusts are set up and operated — primarily by
attorneys who represent asbestos plaintiffs9 — those

same attorneys have been able to litigate cases against
new or formerly peripheral asbestos defendants without
accounting for the trust entities’ responsibility for caus-
ing their clients’ injuries or the amounts their clients
recover from the trusts. This has resulted in duplicative
recoveries for plaintiffs — and their attorneys — and
forces the current generation of asbestos defendants to
bear costs far out of proportion to their minimal or
nonexistent share of responsibility.10 While some jur-
isdictions have taken action to address those abuses of
the tort system, they persist in most states, draining the
resources of defendants and forcing some companies to
file bankruptcy.11

This article will summarize the evolution of the asbestos
trust system. It will then discuss how the trust system is
being manipulated by plaintiffs’ attorneys to disadvan-
tage current asbestos defendants. In particular, plaintiff
attorneys intentionally delay the filing of their clients’
trust claims during the pendency of asbestos tort litiga-
tion to suppress information that defendants could use
to apportion responsibility to bankrupt entities and to
deny defendants the opportunity to obtain judgment
setoffs for recoveries already obtained by plaintiffs from
trusts. The article summarizes some of the well-docu-
mented instances of incomplete or inconsistent claim-
ing activity by plaintiffs. The article shows how critical
it is for solvent defendants to obtain information about
the totality of a plaintiff’s exposures as early as possible
in a case. This information is essential for defendants to
effectively depose plaintiffs, make informed decisions
about settlement, and provide fact finders with com-
plete information as to a plaintiff’s history of exposure
to asbestos when a case goes to trial. Next, the article
discusses reforms that are being implemented to stem
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trust claim abuses and fix the disconnect that exists in
most states between the asbestos trust and tort systems.
The article concludes with recommendations for
defense counsel to help ensure that their clients are
not paying for harms caused by others.

I. How the Bankruptcy Trust System Evolved

Back in the 1980s, asbestos manufacturing giant Johns-
Manville Corporation entered bankruptcy and pio-
neered what was then a ‘‘radical new use of bankruptcy
law’’12 - the creation of a trust that would resolve the
company’s liabilities to the thousands of people who
developed asbestos-related diseases caused by Manville
products, enabling a post-bankruptcy Manville to go
about its business unencumbered. In 1994, Congress
amended Section 524 of the Bankruptcy Code to add a
new subsection that offered the Manville solution to
other companies similarly burdened with asbestos
liabilities.13 By 2002, virtually every major producer
of asbestos products had availed itself of that opportu-
nity.14 The trust system ‘‘answer[s] for the tort liabilities
of the great majority of the historically most-culpable
large manufacturers that exited the tort system through
bankruptcy over the past several decades.’’15

Meanwhile, asbestos personal injury litigation costs
industry and insurers billions of dollars annually and
shows no sign of slowing.16 As a commentator explains:

Asbestos personal injury lawsuits continue
to be filed by the thousands against still
solvent companies. The targets in the liti-
gation today are often newer defendants
or those remote from asbestos production,
such as makers of pumps, valves, gaskets
and automotive friction (brake) products.
These products were associated with a type
of fiber (chrysotile) that is far less potent
than the highly toxic amphibole asbestos-
containing thermal insulation sold by the
major asbestos producers — and arguably
not potent at all, except in very large doses
not present in most occupations.17

Indeed, as one court said in a case against a gasket and
packing manufacturer, the assertion that the plaintiff’s
exposure to asbestos from those products was a substan-
tial cause of his mesothelioma was ‘‘akin to saying that
one who pours a bucket of water into the ocean has
substantially contributed to the ocean’s volume.’’18

The spread of asbestos litigation to such remote defen-
dants is evident in the sheer number of companies
being sued to ‘‘fill the gap in the ranks of defendants’’
created by the bankrupt defendants’ exit from the
tort system.19 ‘‘In 2019, more than 10,000 individual
entities were named as defendants in asbestos litiga-
tion.’’20 In short, asbestos litigation in the era of the
bankruptcy trusts is an ‘‘endless search for a solvent
bystander.’’21

While the trust mechanism established by Bankruptcy
Code § 524(g), on its face, may appear to envision an
objectively neutral process of compensating injured
claimants, the implementation of the statute has been
anything but neutral.22 A landmark study of asbestos
bankruptcy trusts by RAND showed that a dispropor-
tionate number of key trust personnel positions were
filled by plaintiff attorneys.23 A more recent analysis
revealed that the top five asbestos plaintiff firms had
‘‘significantly increased’’ their membership on Trust
Advisory Committees (‘‘TAC’’) since the RAND
study.24 As one commentator explains:

The dynamics of the bankruptcy process
tend to lead to trust agreements and
TDPs [Trust Distribution Procedures]
that are largely written by counsel for
the asbestos claimants themselves. After
the competing creditor constituencies
reach agreement with the asbestos cred-
itors on the broad terms of the division of
the assets of a bankrupt company’s finan-
cial estate, there is little incentive for them
to become involved in deciding how
asbestos claimants choose to divide their
own piece of the economic pie. * * *

The asbestos claimants and their contingency-
fee attorneys have a strong incentive to
design ‘‘user-friendly’’ TDPs that easily dis-
pense funds in order to permit claimants
to withdraw as much money as possible
from the trusts as quickly as possible.
Moreover, the selection of the trustees
and members of the trust advisory com-
mittees (TACs) that oversee the operation
of the trusts is heavily influenced, if not
controlled outright, by counsel for the
asbestos claimants.25
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II. The Tort System Has Become Dysfunctional
in Asbestos Litigation

Different states have different mechanisms for appor-
tioning liability when more than one party is responsi-
ble for causing injury.26 In a few states, liability is joint
and several, which means that plaintiffs can collect
their full damages from any responsible party, who
can then seek contribution from other responsible
parties.27 In other states liability is several, meaning
that a defendant can only be held liable for that portion
of the damages for which it is responsible.28 Other
states apply joint and several liability in some situations
and not others, such as for economic damages but
not noneconomic damages,29 or if the defendant’s
level of fault is above a certain threshold (e.g., above
50% at fault.).30 Some states apply a combination of
both approaches.31 Other variations exist.

Juries apportion percentage shares of responsibility
based on the evidence at trial. Some jurisdictions permit
juries to apportion responsibility to parties not present
at trial, including bankrupt entities; others do not.

State laws also vary with respect to how partial settle-
ments are accounted for in assessing liability against
nonsettling defendants. In some states, the defendant
receives a credit for the amount of the settlement (i.e., a
pro tanto reduction), but the more common approach
is to reduce the damages awarded against the nonset-
tling defendant by the settling defendant’s share of the
fault (i.e., a pro rata reduction). Pro rata jurisdictions
further vary as to whether the apportionment is by equal
shares or by proportion of fault. In the latter context, the
jury is tasked with assessing the comparative fault of the
responsible parties.

In order for any apportionment method to work fairly,
a defendant needs to be able to develop a complete
factual record of causation and responsibility. In an asbes-
tos case, that means identifying all the sources of the
plaintiff’s exposures to asbestos and their severity. The
companies that were frequently named as asbestos defen-
dants, but which have now filed for bankruptcy and are
no longer in the tort system, should be allocated a large
share of responsibility for most alleged harms.32 Conse-
quently, it is imperative for a solvent asbestos defendant
to be able to require the plaintiff to provide accurate and
complete information about all the bankruptcy trust
claims the plaintiff has filed or is eligible to file.33

In a world where accurate and complete disclosures are
made, bankruptcy trust claim information could be
used to facilitate the resolution of tort claims in a timely
and cost efficient manner. That is because, in order to
recover from a bankruptcy trust, claimants must submit
claims signed under penalty of perjury that include
evidence of their exposure to the trust entity’s asbestos
containing products.34 Thus, a defendant having access
to all the trust claim information of the plaintiff suing it
has what it needs to either settle the case for its reason-
able value or present a fair and fact-based case for allo-
cation of fault to a jury.

Asbestos litigation, for the most part, has been the
opposite of such a world. Plaintiffs and their attorneys
have acted in the ways described below to conceal their
exposures to the products of the trust entities from
defendants in the tort system, and thereby to foster a
system rife with unfair allocations of responsibility,
double recoveries and excessive costs.35

A. Lack of transparency: From Concealment
to Misrepresentation

One unintended and particularly pernicious impact of
the creation of bankruptcy trusts is to cloak those claims
in secrecy. Trust distribution procedures (‘‘TDPs’’)
typically provide that claimants’ trust claim submissions
are confidential settlement communications that can-
not be disclosed except pursuant to a subpoena issued
by the bankruptcy court presiding over the case.36

Thereafter, when solvent defendants in asbestos cases
seek discovery of the submissions, they are met with
objections under rules of evidence that typically prohibit
communications and other information relating to com-
promise offers and negotiations from being admitted
to ‘‘prove or disprove the validity or amount of a dis-
puted claim[.]’’37

A former Delaware Superior Court Judge explains the
fallacy of such objections:

The trust claims, and the payments
resulting therefrom, are not the same as
settlements with co-defendants and should
not be treated as such. In a traditional tort
suit the settlement privilege exists to pre-
vent statements made in connection with
negotiations from being used at trial, in
order to promote free and frank discussions
without the prospect that such admissions
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can be used against a party at trial. But that
privilege is neither necessary nor appropri-
ate where the amounts of most trust
payments are fixed by schedule and where
the claim forms more closely resemble a
complaint than a bargained-for agreement.
In this context, disclosure of claim forms
cannot interfere with open discussions any
more than filing a complaint can affect
settlement in a tort case. A standard appli-
cation made online by a plaintiff to a
bankruptcy trust bears no resemblance
to the negotiation process that results in
an agreement. A plaintiff simply files and
shortly thereafter receives cash.38

But even where disclosure is mandated, plaintiffs and
their lawyers have acted to obstruct it. For example, the
same former Delaware judge recounts a case where
counsel for a mesothelioma plaintiff, despite the exis-
tence of a standing order that established mandatory
disclosure requirements for asbestos trust claims, repre-
sented to the defendants and to the court until the eve
of trial that no bankruptcy trust claims had been
filed, when in fact the plaintiff’s family was also repre-
sented by a law firm in a different state that had filed a
total of twenty such claims with various trusts, some
of which had already been paid. The trust claims
painted a very different picture of the asbestos exposures
that constituted the likely causes of the plaintiff’s illness
than that which the defendants had prepared to defend
at trial, and which had prompted other defendants to
settle.39

The Delaware example is typical. Many other cases
have come to light wherein asbestos plaintiffs and
their attorneys concealed or misrepresented trust claims
or exposures to the products of trust entities.40

B. ‘‘Strategic’’ Timing of Filing Claims

Another common feature of asbestos trusts is to permit
claimants to delay filing trust claims until several years
after asbestos related disease has been diagnosed,
because ‘‘most asbestos trusts have a three year statute
of limitations from diagnosis to trust claim filing that
allows a window for tort recovery prior to trust claim
filing.’’41 Thus, claimants and their attorneys are
empowered to file suit against solvent defendants to
obtain such recoveries; and, when asked in discovery
in those lawsuits to disclose trust claims, to respond that

there are none to disclose. Alternatively, claimants may
file and then defer trust claims, during which time the
statute of limitations is tolled. Either way, after obtain-
ing recovery by judgment or settlement against solvent
defendants, claimants can proceed to recover on claims
with trusts — often multiple trusts. This conduct occurs
regularly and is well-documented, including by studies in
Philadelphia and Newport News, Virginia.42

C. Changing Filing Patterns Caused By
Asbestos Bankruptcies

The Philadelphia study referenced above and another
conducted by RAND in 2015 demonstrate that, after
an asbestos manufacturer files bankruptcy, the number
of lawsuits wherein its products are identified by
plaintiffs as sources of their asbestos exposures declines
markedly from what the number was before the
bankruptcy.43 The 2015 RAND study also found
that, ‘‘the longer the time between a firm’s bankruptcy
and the date a tort case is filed, the lower the likelihood
that the bankrupt firm’s products will be identified in
the tort case.’’44 The study examined product identifi-
cation in both interrogatory responses — which are
typically prepared by attorneys or paralegals — and
deposition testimony of plaintiffs, their family mem-
bers, or their coworkers.45

As the Philadelphia study notes, the explanation for the
foregoing findings is inherent in the ‘‘dual compensa-
tion system’’ that asbestos bankruptcy trusts have cre-
ated. ‘‘It is no longer in a plaintiff attorney’s economic
interest to build or concentrate a case against [the trust
entities] in the tort system. Rather, it is in the plaintiff
attorney’s economic interest to build a case in state
court against the peripheral and new defendants and
subsequently seek asbestos trust claim payments once
they have reached settlement with a number of tort
defendants.’’46

Moreover, there is evidence that plaintiff attorneys
build their cases against solvent defendants in part by
deflecting attention away from the products of bank-
rupt entities:

To assist claimants to recall the asbestos-
containing products they were exposed
to twenty to forty years earlier, paralegals
at law firms show claimants binders
containing pictures of certain asbestos-
containing products and ask them to
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identify the products with which they
came in contact. There is evidence that
one of the leading asbestos law firms
went beyond mere memory enhancement
and used the ‘‘picture book’’ and other
techniques to ‘‘implant false memories’’
in clients; these witness preparation tech-
niques were also used to steer clients away
from identifying products of manufac-
turers such as Johns-Manville which had
entered bankruptcy and were paying only
a fraction of the value of claims.47

Indeed, the court in In re Garlock Sealing Technologies,
LLC,48 discussed below, found that ‘‘[o]ne of the lead-
ing plaintiffs’ law firms with a national practice pub-
lished a 23-page set of directions for instructing their
clients on how to testify in discovery.’’49

Thus, concealing evidence regarding the bankrupt enti-
ties goes hand in hand with other tactics used to prevent
defendants — and consequently, factfinders — from
learning the truth about high dose asbestos exposures
those plaintiffs received from the products of trust
entities.50

III. The Garlock Bankruptcy: A Game Changer

A Cleveland judge was the first to receive national atten-
tion for uncovering the abusive practices described
above. In 2007, the judge barred a prominent California
asbestos plaintiffs’ firm from his court after he found
that the firm’s allegations in court conflicted with docu-
ments their client had submitted to bankruptcy trusts.51

An order by the judge requiring the plaintiff to produce
trust claims materials ‘‘effectively opened a Pandora’s
box of deceit.’’52 The judge later said, ‘‘I never expected
to see lawyers lie like this . . . . It was lies upon lies upon
lies.’’53 After the Cleveland case, abusive trust claiming
practices largely remained hidden for years because of
the lack of transparency with regard to the trust claim
system.

The event that forced authorities to finally confront the
reality of abusive asbestos trust claim practices was a
2014 decision by U.S. Bankruptcy Judge George
Hodges in In re Garlock Sealing Technologies, LLC.54

Garlock has been described as ‘‘a stunning exposé of the
breadth of the practice of withholding exposure evi-
dence concerning the products of bankrupt entities.’’55

That exposé ‘‘clear[ed] the fog and document[ed] what

appear[ed] to be a pattern of self-dealing and double-
dipping in both the civil tort system and bankruptcy
trust resources for recovery by some asbestos plaintiffs’
firms,’’56 causing ‘‘courts, commentators, and other
interested parties’’ across the country to take note.57

Garlock is a gasket and packing manufacturer which,
after years of being targeted by plaintiff attorneys as a
solvent asbestos defendant in the post-bankruptcy era,
was finally forced into bankruptcy itself. The 2014
decision concerned the estimation of Garlock’s current
and future liability for mesothelioma claims. Two very
different estimates were put forth: that of the Asbestos
Claimants’ Committee (‘‘ACC’’) — i.e., members of
the asbestos plaintiffs’ bar — and the Future Claimants
Representative (‘‘FCR’’), which asked the court to esti-
mate the liability at $1.0-1.3 billion; and that of Gar-
lock itself, which placed the estimate at $125 million,
roughly ninety percent less than claimants’ counsel
had sought.

On the basis of an exhaustive factual record that
included the nature of Garlock’s products, the history
of asbestos litigation overall and against Garlock in
particular, and the scientific evidence regarding causa-
tion of asbestos related disease, the court reached the
following conclusions:

� Garlock’s products ‘‘resulted in a relatively low
exposure to asbestos to a limited population[,]’’
and ‘‘its legal responsibility for causing mesothe-
lioma is relatively de minimis.’’ But after the large
thermal insulation companies filed bankruptcy
and were no longer defendants in the tort system,
‘‘plaintiffs’ attention turned more to Garlock as a
remaining solvent defendant,’’ and ‘‘evidence of
plaintiffs’ exposure to other asbestos products
often disappeared.’’58

� Garlock’s evidence showed that ‘‘the last ten years
of its participation in the tort system was infected
by the manipulation of exposure evidence by
plaintiffs and their lawyers[,]’’ which ‘‘had a pro-
found impact on a number of Garlock’s trials and
many of its settlements such that the amounts
recovered were inflated.’’59

� The disappearance of evidence of plaintiffs’ expo-
sures to the insulation companies’ products
resulted from the efforts of some plaintiffs and
their lawyers ‘‘to withhold evidence of exposure’’
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to those products and ‘‘to delay filing claims
against bankrupt defendants’ asbestos trusts
until after obtaining recoveries from Garlock
(and other viable defendants).’’60 For example,
in 15 sample cases — all of which Garlock had
settled for ‘‘large sums’’ — Garlock demonstrated
that ‘‘exposure evidence was withheld in each and
every one of them.’’61

� ‘‘In contrast to the cases where exposure evidence
was withheld, there were several cases in which
Garlock obtained evidence of Trust claims that
had been filed and was able to use them in its
defense at trial. In three such trials, Garlock won
defense verdicts, and in a fourth it was assigned
only a 2% liability share.’’62

� ‘‘The withholding of exposure evidence by plain-
tiffs and their lawyers was significant and had the
effect of unfairly inflating the recoveries against
Garlock from 2000 through 2010.’’63

In light of these findings, the court determined that
Garlock’s settlement and verdict history during the
2000-2010 period — upon which the ACC and
FCR based their estimate of Garlock’s present and
future liabilities at $1.0-1.3 billion — was ‘‘unreliable
as a predictor’’ and did not reflect Garlock’s ‘‘true liabi-
lity for mesothelioma in the pending and future clai-
mants.’’64 Instead, the court found that the evidence
presented by Garlock supported its estimate of the lia-
bility at $125 million.

IV. The Abusive Practices Revealed By Garlock
Are Systemic and Ongoing

The evidence on which the Garlock decision was based,
though under seal at the time the decision was issued,
was subsequently made public. Statistical studies of the
thousands of cases the record encompassed revealed that
the ‘‘systemic practice’’ of withholding exposure evidence
‘‘was not isolated to Garlock and likely prejudiced any
defendant who settled or paid a judgment in an asbestos
case when trust exposure evidence was concealed.’’65

Indeed, the informational brief accompanying Bestwall
LLC’s 2017 bankruptcy filing recounts a history much
like Garlock’s.66 Bestwall, an affiliate of Georgia-
Pacific, LLC, described instances where ‘‘asbestos
plaintiffs, at a minimum, inconsistently and selectively
disclosed exposure evidence to support or strengthen
their cases against non-bankrupt companies.’’67

For example, a Philadelphia plaintiff who sued Bestwall
‘‘identified no exposures to amphibole products’’ and
‘‘testified that he had no occupational exposure to asbes-
tos whatsoever.’’68 The plaintiff’s asbestos trust and
bankruptcy filings ‘‘told an entirely different story.’’69

He ‘‘submitted no fewer than seventeen asbestos trust
claims, all based on exposures not disclosed in his tort
case, including claims against . . . trusts responsible for
amphibole insulation.’’70

A Madison County, Illinois, plaintiff who only identi-
fied solvent defendants’ products in an asbestos
personal injury lawsuit against Bestwall and others
nevertheless ‘‘submitted trust claims or bankruptcy fil-
ings claiming exposure to products from [twenty-eight]
separate companies never identified in his Madison
County case. . ..’’71

Most recently, these same types of abuses are discussed
the informational brief accompanying DBMP’s bank-
ruptcy. The court filing describes how the claims
against CertainTeed ‘‘exploded out of all proportion’’72

after the major asbestos bankruptcies of the early 2000s
and explains how CertainTeed’s defense was ‘‘compli-
cated by the recognized practice of claimants withhold-
ing evidence of alternative asbestos exposures.’’73 The
DBMP court filing further explains that the suppres-
sion of evidence by plaintiffs included, in particular,
exposures to products manufactured by companies
that filed bankruptcy: ‘‘Many plaintiffs failed to disclose
(and sometimes affirmatively denied) their exposures to
bankrupt entities’ products during their tort suits
against [the former CertainTeed]. These same plaintiffs
would then later submit claims to the section 524(g)
trusts established by those bankrupt entities, expressly
claiming exposure to those bankrupt entities’ pro-
ducts’’.74 DBMP’s filing goes on to describe specific
examples of cases against it wherein plaintiffs misrepre-
sented or concealed exposures to the products of bank-
rupt entities.75

The recent bankruptcy filings also highlight another
‘‘systemic practice’’ of asbestos plaintiff attorneys
which, while distinct from the issues regarding the
bankruptcy trusts, likewise operates to drain resources
from productive businesses and threatens to drive more
of them into bankruptcy: the naming of scores of asbes-
tos defendants by some plaintiff attorneys without
proof that their clients were exposed to asbestos con-
nected to those companies.76 The defendants on the
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receiving end of such meritless claims can eventually get
them dismissed, but not without incurring the costs of
hiring an attorney, conducting an investigation, and
litigating the case to the extent necessary to obtain a
dismissal. Obviously, when the same entities are ‘‘over-
named’’ in case after case, those costs add up and can
drive companies into bankruptcy. The practice also
slows settlement discussions and may delay payments
to claimants with viable claims.77

The statistical information reported in the DBMP and
ON Marine bankruptcy filings provide clear examples
of this ‘‘scourge of over-naming.’’78 According to ON
Marine, 95% of the over 182,000 asbestos tort claims
were asserted against it since 1983 were dismissed with-
out payment.79 DBMP states that ‘‘[i]n recent years,
plaintiffs have sued [CertainTeed] in the majority of all
mesothelioma lawsuits filed annually in the United
States[,]’’ and that ‘‘[m]ore than half of mesothelioma
claims filed against [CertainTeed] after 2001 were
dismissed — usually because the plaintiff could provide
no evidence of exposure to a [CertainTeed] asbestos-
containing product.’’80

V. Fixing the Disconnect Between the Tort and
Trust Systems

A. State Legislation

In 2013, Ohio became the first state to enact legislation
to allow ‘‘the tort system to properly account for all of a
plaintiff’s sources of exposure to asbestos and compen-
sation.’’81 Presently, 16 states — Alabama, Arizona,
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mississippi, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and Wisconsin —
have enacted asbestos trust transparency laws.82 The
legislation gained considerable momentum following
the Garlock decision and progress continues. An attor-
ney who has testified in support of trust transparency
legislation in many states had described how state asbes-
tos trust transparency laws operate:

These laws generally require trust claims
now routinely submitted after trial to
be filed before trial and disclosed. If a
defendant believes a plaintiff is out of
compliance and can file additional trust
claims, the defendant may file a motion
with the court. In response to the defen-
dant’s motion, the plaintiff may file and

produce the additional trust claims, file a
written response explaining why there is
insufficient evidence for the plaintiff to
file the additional trust claims, or request
a determination that the cost to file the
additional trust claims exceeds the plain-
tiff’s reasonably anticipated recovery.
Should the court find that there is a suf-
ficient basis for the plaintiff to file the
additional trust claims identified in the
defendant’s motion, the court shall stay
the asbestos action until the plaintiff files
and produces the trust claims. In the
event that the court determines that the
cost of submitting an additional trust
claim exceeds the plaintiff’s reasonably
anticipated recovery, the trust claim does
not need to be filed, but the court will
stay the asbestos action until the plaintiff
provides a verified statement of his or her
history of exposure, usage, or other connec-
tion to asbestos covered by that trust. The
legislation also provides that trust claims
materials are admissible at trial.83

In addition to trust transparency reform, Iowa is poised
to enact first-of-its-kind legislation to address over-
naming in asbestos lawsuits.84 When signed by the
Governor, the legislation will require asbestos plaintiffs
to provide a sworn information form with the initial
complaint disclosing the evidence that provides the
basis for each claim against each defendant.

B. Federal Initiatives

Legislative efforts in Congress have thus far been unsuc-
cessful. A bill titled ‘‘Furthering Asbestos Claim Trans-
parency (FACT) Act of 2013’’ passed out of the U.S.
House of Representatives, but stalled in the Senate.
That bill would have amended Section 524(g) of the
Bankruptcy Code to require asbestos trusts to file quar-
terly public reports identifying paid claims by name,
amount paid and source of exposure, and to provide
that information upon request to parties in asbestos
litigation.85 More recently, in 2019, several Republican
senators introduced a bill called the ‘‘PROTECT
Asbestos Victims Act’’ which, among other things,
would require the trusts to comply with state court
subpoenas seeking claim information.86 That bill failed
to progress beyond the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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However, the U.S. Department of Justice has begun to
focus on the need for reform and oversight. In 2018,
the Department took ‘‘unprecedented steps to combat
the problematic lack of transparency in the operation
and oversight of asbestos trusts’’ by filing a Statement of
Interest in an asbestos-related bankruptcy proceeding,
in which the Department asserted its concern that the
existing plans for the trust ‘‘lack[ed] adequate safeguards
against fraud, mismanagement, or abuse.’’87 The
Department also stated that it ‘‘found alarming evi-
dence of fraud and mismanagement inside trusts[,]’’
and that it sought to protect ‘‘the interests of legitimate
claimants and the United States, which may be entitled
to reimbursement for medical treatments paid by Med-
icare if claimants collect from asbestos trusts.’’88

C. Judicial Developments

Inasmuch as the Garlock decision ‘‘provide[d] defen-
dants with tangible evidence of the problems caused
by the lack of transparency between the asbestos bank-
ruptcy trust and tort systems[,]’’ it resulted in ‘‘modifi-
cation of CMOs [case management orders], and orders
and opinions handed down by judges across the coun-
try’’ seeking to address and combat those problems.89

However, progress on the judicial front has not been
uniform or consistent. For example, a recent decision of
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Roverano v. John
Crane, Inc.,90 might be said to take one step forward
and one step back with respect to preventing plaintiffs
whose injuries have been compensated in the bank-
ruptcy trust system from pursuing duplicative recov-
eries from solvent defendants in the tort system.

The Roverano court considered two issues under the
Pennsylvania Fair Share Act:91 (1) whether the Act’s
provision for apportioning liability by share of fault
applies in an asbestos product liability case; and
(2) whether the Act’s provision for apportioning liabi-
lity to a nonparty who has entered into a release with
the plaintiff applies to an asbestos bankruptcy trust.
With respect to the latter issue, the court affirmed the
intermediate appellate court’s holding that the Fair
Share Act permits a jury to consider the liability of
a bankruptcy trust that has entered into a release with
the plaintiff.92 But with respect to the former issue, the
court reversed the lower court’s determination that lia-
bility in a strict liability asbestos case could be appor-
tioned by share of fault, holding that it must instead be

apportioned by equal shares. That result seems some-
what surprising, given that (1) the applicable provision
of the Fair Share Act, on its face, supports a propor-
tionate share allocation in strict liability cases;93 (2) for
all the reasons discussed above, asbestos defendants
should be afforded the opportunity to prove that bank-
ruptcy trust entities, whose products generally created
significantly higher asbestos exposures, bear a greater
share of the fault for causing injury; and (3) due to the
timing of filing of bankruptcy trust claims, more often
than not plaintiffs delay the receipt of funds from the
bankruptcy trusts until after the court case is fully resolved,
such that in most instances no release will have yet been
entered by and between the claimant and the Trust.

D. Pushback By the Asbestos Plaintiff Bar

The state and federal legislative initiatives described
above have encountered intense opposition from law-
yers who represent asbestos plaintiffs. At the outset,
plaintiffs’ lawyers ‘‘denied that any problem existed,
dismissing the experiences of Garlock and other asbestos
defendants as anecdotal and unrepresentative.’’94 But
‘‘[a]s the evidence mounted, plaintiffs’ attorneys changed
their strategy and developed more targeted and nuanced
opposition to reform. Primary among the opposition
talking points has been that mandating trust disclosures
before a civil trial begins delays compensation to needy
plaintiffs and gives defendants too much control over
the pace and extent of compensation.’’95

Those ‘‘talking points,’’ among others, have been
debunked by studies now available from jurisdictions
where bankruptcy trust reforms have been in place for
several years. In summary:

The data reveals that trust disclosures do
not delay civil litigation and that defen-
dants have not wrested procedural or
substantive control of the trust or tort sys-
tems away from plaintiffs. Indeed, civil
litigation has continued unabated, plain-
tiffs’ lawyers continue to control its pace,
and those lawyers continue to exercise
significant influence over the decision-
making of asbestos trusts. Thus, while
the reforms have engendered more com-
munication and fairness in the dual system
of asbestos compensation, the timing and
control of that system have not changed,
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despite the dire predictions of reform
opponents. In this sense, although the
reforms have generated needed change,
much remains the same.96

Indeed, in states such as Texas where plaintiff attorneys
testified that trust transparency legislation would ‘‘pre-
vent dying mesothelioma victims from having their day
in court,’’ plaintiffs’ lawyers now readily admit that
those problems have not happened.97 A partner at a
significant asbestos plaintiffs’ firm has even stated, ‘‘It
doesn’t really bother me that the act exists.’’98

The truth is that there are delays today with regard to
plaintiff compensation because plaintiffs’ attorneys rou-
tinely delay the filing of trust claims while tort cases are
pending. The result is that dying claimants may not
obtain substantial trust recoveries while they are still
alive. Trust transparency laws speed trust claim pay-
ments to claimants and may make asbestos tort litiga-
tion more efficient.99

VI. The Progress That Remains To Be Made

The simple and common sense measures that 16 states
have thus far enacted to curb the abuses of the bank-
ruptcy trust system need to become the law of all
50 states. It is especially incumbent upon the legisla-
tures of states where asbestos litigation is most highly
concentrated — including California, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Washington, among
others — to enact those measures. Legislative initiatives
that have been made in those states to date have failed
to progress.

It is imperative that such initiatives continue to be made
and that their proponents work to educate lawmakers
and constituents about the systemic abuses of the bank-
ruptcy trust system and the unjust burdens they impose.
Among other things, such efforts should emphasize the
fact that those burdens are not confined to solvent
defendants, but are visited as well upon overloaded
state court systems, and significantly also to individuals
who have not yet developed asbestos-related disease but
will. Future claimants may find depleted resources
inadequate to fully compensate them for their injuries.
As one commentator explains:

[B]ecause the reforms seek to prevent
redundant recoveries for the same harm,
they ensure that money will remain, in

both the trust and tort systems, to fund
future claims by veterans and others.
Since 2008, 23 trusts have reduced their
payments to claimants, and trusts today
pay, on average, approximately 50% of
what they paid only 7 years ago. The con-
tinuation of double recoveries will only
further deplete trust resources.100

Further, when a company files bankruptcy, that event
triggers an automatic stay that enjoins virtually all liti-
gation against the debtor. Plaintiffs with claims that are
pending at the time of the bankruptcy filing may see
payments delayed for years until a bankruptcy reorga-
nization plan is confirmed and any asbestos trust that is
established begins paying claims.101 Perhaps just as sig-
nificantly, employees, retirees, communities, and other
corporate stakeholders also suffer when companies are
forced into bankruptcy due to asbestos liabilities.102

It is also critical at the ‘‘boots on the ground’’ level that
asbestos defendants and their counsel enforce the les-
sons of Garlock in their own practices. As one practi-
tioner elaborates, those efforts should include the
following:

– ‘‘ask[ing] the right questions in pre-deposition
discovery, at depositions, at hearings, at pre-
trial conferences, at trial, and even post-trial’’;

– ‘‘[e]liciting bankruptcy trust discovery and claim
submissions’’ in every case, thereby ‘‘forc[ing]
plaintiffs to play by the rules and disclose the
exposures and recoveries’’ in every case;

– ‘‘ensure they are asking for all available informa-
tion about a trust claim, which may include past
claims, current claims, deferred claims, and even
notice of intent to file a future claim’’;

– in cases where plaintiffs refuse to provide trust
information and/or authorizations for the release
of trust records, ‘‘counter that refusal in court’’;
and in jurisdictions where plaintiffs ‘‘routinely
fail to comply’’ with case management orders
requiring disclosure, address those deficiencies
‘‘promptly and regularly’’;

– in jurisdictions where courts update or amend
their standard case management orders, ‘‘seize
the opportunity to educate the court on Garlock,
bankruptcy discovery, and how revisions to exist-
ing provisions will improve trust transparency’’;
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– use the relevant trust information ‘‘in the tort
system to depict the entire exposure, medical,
causation and liability picture of each plaintiff[,]’’
including by ‘‘challenging a plaintiff’s memory,
providing alternate exposures, identifying
additional worksites, and showing alternative
causations[,]’’ and bringing to light any other
issues which ‘‘may reduce a defendant’s liability
or prove that the injury was not in fact caused by
the defendant being sued’’;

– when possible, using trust information ‘‘to educate
the court on available recovery from trusts.’’103

Other examples of practices that asbestos defendants
and their attorneys may wish to consider include:
obtaining lists of bankruptcy trusts from which plain-
tiffs may be able to recover based on their work history;
presenting plaintiffs at depositions with TDPs demon-
strating the ability to recover from the trusts; showing
plaintiffs and other product identification witnesses pic-
tures of the products for which the trusts make pay-
ment; showing such witnesses transcripts of testimony
in other cases that there was exposure to a given trust’s
products while working at the same work site or for the
same employer as the plaintiff in the same time frame,
and asking the witness if the testimony is accurate; and
moving to compel the filing of all bankruptcy trust
claims prior to the plaintiff’s deposition, explaining to
the court that recovery from such trusts is available to
the plaintiff, and the reasons that the timely filing of
trust claims is necessary to present the full story to the
ultimate factfinder.

By consistently applying these best practices, defen-
dants can achieve better results for themselves, collec-
tively work to educate the courts, and possibly even
exercise some deterrent effect on the abusive practices
by plaintiffs and their counsel.

Further, it remains incumbent upon the courts in every
jurisdiction to apply the rules of tort law in asbestos
cases with cognizance of the realities of that unique
species of litigation and the specific concerns it invokes.
Defense counsel may educate courts in this regard by
explaining to the court the potential availability of a
bankruptcy trust recovery and the need to compel the
filing of all bankruptcy trust claims so the full story can
be told to the fact finder. This also can be accomplished
through a case management order,104 as Massachusetts
has done.105

Conclusion

In the six years that have passed since the Garlock deci-
sion cast a spotlight on the abusive practices endemic in
the asbestos bankruptcy trust system, some progress has
been made to move asbestos litigation in the direction
of justice. Much more needs to be done. This article
highlights the serious problems flowing from the dis-
connect between the tort and trust systems. It also calls
on defense counsel to fully utilize the tools at their
disposal to obtain complete asbestos exposure histories
from plaintiffs so that juries are not misled to impose
disproportionate liability on newer or formerly periph-
eral defendants for exposure and injuries caused by
bankrupt former asbestos producers.
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